
Firefox extensions that I use

First. To find the extensions. Click on Tools then Add-ons then Browse all Add-ons then 
type in the one of interest in the Search box and hit enter.
After downloaded you will be asked to restart Firefox.

Extensions
AddBlock plus. This stops adverts being displayed. When it is downloaded and Firefox 
restarts you will be asked if you want to select a list of blocks already created. I selected 
Easy list.
This adds an icon – a circle with ABP against a red background. Right click and you get a 
window of options.

Noscript. This blocks all Java scripts by default. Some web sites will prompt you that Java 
is blocked/not working. Others provide no clue at all. You make the decision on whether 
you want Java to run or not. If you trust the site eg your bank, a shopping site, etc.
This adds an icon – again a circle that looks like a “No entry” sign, a red circumference 
with a capital S. right click and you will a list of the scripts currently being blocked. You 
may be surprised at the size of the list. If you want to allow the script then click the Allow 
(this is for all times you access the site until you rescind it) or Temporarily allow (for the 
session only) the script.

Copy plain text. This allows you to cut information from a web site and paste it into a 
document and drop the font and any formatting.
There is no icon but you have the option to add a Copy as plain text entry in the context 
menu. To see the options click Tools then Add-ons the highlight Copy plain text and click 
on Options.

CookieSafe. By default this block's all cookies. When you access a web site you may be 
told that cookies are not enabled. You decide if you want to continue with that site or not.
It has an icon – it also looks like a No entry sign with the diagonal bar in the other 
direction. To enable cookies for a site click the icon and up pops a list of options. Allow, 
Allow for the session or Temporarily allow. Make a choice.
I have found that I can leave all sites blocked except for a very small number.

Flashblock. This stops all flash running on your machine. The flash window has a an icon 
with a very fancy f in it. If you want to allow flash to run then click on the f and flash runs.

Reminderfox. This is a calendar to hold Reminders/To dos with prompts as the dates 
approach. This is useful to put in dates the next forum meeting date with location and start 
time. A date eg a birthday can added and flagged for all future years.
The icon is a knotted string.


